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MANAGEMENT
The Department of Management offers a variety of concentrations and minors that appeal to all students. 
Our program offerings focus on the art and science of managing an organization and leading people. We 
build you as a manager and leader by teaching the aspects of management that help all organizations 
succeed.

MANAGEMENT & LEADERSHIP
COLLABORATION  |  COMMUNICATION  |   PROBLEM-SOLVING

This versatile and portable concentration is ideal for students interested in managing 
organizations and leading people. Our program centers on Five Power Skills that are 
cultivated in each course. These skills will prepare you to work in a variety of 
organizations. Jump-start your management career with the Management & 
Leadership concentration.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
PEOPLE  |  ENGAGEMENT  |   PERFORMANCE

This concentration is perfect for students who  want to help an organization and its 
employees to thrive and succeed. Key HR activities include talent acquisition, talent 
development, total rewards,  employee and labor relations, and strategic human resource 
planning. People management is an important part of every organization; so, whether in a 
large, multinational organization or a  smaller nonprofit organization, there will be a need 
for your expertise.

LOGISTICS & SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT
LOGISTICS  |  PROCUREMENT  |   RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

This concentration is tailored for students willing to engage in supply chain functions 
within an organization. Efficient integration of suppliers, factories, warehouses, and 
stores so that merchandise is produced and distributed - the right quantities to the 
right location at the right time - to minimize total system cost and satisfy their customer 
are key points you will learn providing an invaluable resource to your chosen place of 
business.
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HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Imagine helping an organization to create and maintain a culture that  
supports employee growth and development, fosters innovation and  
collaboration, and leads to success for both the organization and each  
employee.  Think about the satisfaction of finding talented people to  
join the organization and watching them flourish in their careers.   
Picture yourself working side by side with managers to help them 
achieve  great results through effectively working with their 
employees.  All of  these dreams, and plenty more, can result from 
studying Human Resource Management.

Our students graduate with all the essential knowledge to hit the 
ground running in the HR profession.  If you study HR at UNO, you 
can confidently enter the field of human resource management 
knowing that you have mastered all the vital information to be 
successful.  There are also many opportunities for students to work in 
an HR-related internship.  In addition to coursework, UNO students 
can also participate in the student Human Resource Association, an 
affiliate of the professional Society for Human Resource Management 
(SHRM) that helps to build connections with local HR practitioners.

REQUIRED COURSES
- MGMT 4040 - Managing Behavior in 

Organizations
- MGMT 4030 - Human Resource Management

ELECTIVE COURSES
- MGMT 4010 - Total Rewards
- MGMT 4110 - Staffing the Organization
- MGMT 4120 - Talent Development
- MGMT 4220 - Employment Law
- MGMT 4520 - Internship
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